CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
Contemporary Design

Sun offers several products and options that allow them to be easily tailored to fit into many Contemporary Design schemes.

Products
- Operating Casement, Awning and Contemporary Double Hung Windows
- Fixed Lite Windows in Sash Set and Direct Set (Narrow) Frame Systems
- Rectangular and Geometric Fixed Lite Window Shapes
- Patio Doors: In-swing and Out-swing Hinged Doors, Sliding Doors and Bifold Doors - all with full view glass door panels

Highlights
- Modern Styling of Frames and Sashes
- Sleek Designs
- Narrow Frame Profiles
- Operating and Fixed Lite Units
- Large Glass Area
- Combine Multiple Units
- Precise Horizontal and Vertical Alignment within frame systems
- Rigid Extruded Aluminum Exteriors
- Matching Extruded Aluminum Exterior Trim
- Powder Coated Finishes
- Wide Selection of Colors
- Metallic Finishes
- Energy-Efficient Product Performance
- Beautiful Wood Interior
- Interior Wood Jamb Options or Drywall Return Integration
- Stain or Paint to Complement Decor
- Stylish Hardware in a variety of finishes
- Standard or Custom Sizes
- Design & Engineering Support
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